The Showdown Electronic Dartboard from Viper features a regulation 15.5" dartboard target face. With segments constructed from durable thermoplastic, your board will stand up, throw after throw. The Showdown features 32 games and over 590 scoring options to assure that you'll never run out of games to play. With an automatic LCD scoreboard, you'll never have to worry about messy bookkeeping. Multiplayer options support up to 8 players, so you can play through lots of action. The Showdown Electronic Dartboard from Viper is sure to provide hours of fun after hours of hard work. Featuring the regulation size, 15.5" dartboard target face, you'll get the proper practice you need to school your foes. The Showdown features 32 games and over 590 scoring options to assure that you'll never run out of ways to put your dart throwing skills on display. The stylish color scheme utilizes vivid red and blue on a bright white to make your board stand out among competitors. With segments constructed from durable thermoplastic, you need not worry about your board breaking after only a few throws. Furthermore, the Showdown features concave segment holes that lock in your shots. It comes equipped with an automatic LCD scoreboard with cricket displays, so you'll never have to worry about inaccurate bookkeeping. Multiplayer options support up to 8 players, so no one needs to sit on the sidelines. Included with your dartboard, you get two sets of starter darts, so you are ready to play straight out of the box.

- Tournament Quality Regulation 15.5" Target Face.
- 32 Games with over 590 Options.
- Up to 8 players, multiplayer, including team play.
- Target Tested Tough segments withstand your toughest throws time after time with Concave Segment Holes reduce bounce outs.
- A simple interface gives the best dart experience.
- Built in storage allows you to keep track of your darts and extra tips.
- Powered by 3 AA batteries for a cord free board.
- Includes mounting hardware for quick setup.
- Includes 6 soft-tip starter darts and a one year warranty.